Review- An experience in Bydgoszcz(2017-2018)

I am Smriti Srivastava from Dev Sanskriti University, India, hereby want to express my heartiest
gratitude to UKW, Bydgoczsz, Poland and Erasmus+ program for giving me such an oppurtunity to
study here and experience different learning atmosphere.
The experienced, I gained here is valuable and precious for me. In the due course of 5 months, I have
learnt enormous things here. The openess in environment, proximity with culture, preservance of
old architectures(old square in most of the cities of Europe) are distinct features of Poland.
According to Noble prize winner Czeslaw Milosz- “the voice of passion is better than the voice of
reason”. I really liked the education system here. The passion with which they teach in class,
although classes are very few yet so significant for us. These ignite the research capabilities within
the students.
The Social development is also distinctive. So many friends from different nations, I have now.
Aquaintance with different people completely from different cultural backgrounds open my mind to
a great extent. We conducted yoga classes for them the whole semester. They eagerly participated
and we exchanged knowledge. Besides yoga classes, we even organised small study circle within
erasmus. We used to ready “thought revolution”- Pt. Shriram Sharma Acharya and have really long
discussion over that.

Apart from Residing in Poland, we also travelled to most beautiful cities of Europe- Rome, Paris,
Barcelona, Stolkhom, Florence and Brussul. I genuinly admire the architecture and beauty of these
places. Inside poland we travelled to Krakow, Gydnia, Sopot and Gdansk. Its an old saying for
Eramus-“ Erasmus is for travelling”.
It really helps me to learn new things, accept new challenges and open myself to experience. Here
below are few glimpses of our tour:

Thank you very much for providing me such an oppurtunity to have wonderful experiences. Looking
forward too see you once again Bydgoszcz!

